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Abstract6

Recently accrued attention has been given to machine learning approaches for flood-7

ing prediction. However, most of these studies focused mainly on time-series flooding pre-8

diction at specified sensors, rarely on spatio-temporal prediction of inundations. In this9

work, an integrated long short-term memory (LSTM) and reduced order model (ROM)10

framework has been developed. This integrated LSTM-ROM has the capability of repre-11

senting the spatio-temporal distribution of floods since it takes advantage of both ROM12

and LSTM. To reduce the dimensional size of large spatial datasets in LSTM, the proper13

orthogonal decomposition (POD) and singular value decomposition (SVD) approaches14

are introduced. The LSTM training and prediction processes are carried out over the re-15

duced space. This leads to an improvement of computational efficiency while maintaining16

the accuracy. The performance of the LSTM-ROM developed here has been evaluated us-17

ing Okushiri tsunami as test cases. The results obtained from the LSTM-ROM have been18

compared with those from the full model (Fluidity). In predictive analytics, it is shown19

that the results from both the full model and LSTM-ROM are in a good agreement whilst20

the CPU cost using the LSTM-ROM is decreased by three orders of magnitude compared21

to full model simulations. Additionally, prescriptive analytics has been undertaken to esti-22

mate the uncertainty in flood induced conditions. Given the time series of the free surface23

height at a specified detector, the corresponding induced wave conditions along the coast-24

line have then been provided using the LSTM network. Promising results indicate that the25

use of LSTM-ROM can provide the flood prediction in seconds, enabling us to provide26

real-time predictions and inform the public in a timely manner, reducing injuries and fatal-27

ities.28
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1 Introduction30

Flooding causes considerable damage to people, infrastructure and economies in31

many countries of the world. During a flooding event, a rapid response management is32

critical to reducing damage resulting from a flood event. Emergency managers require33

timely and accurate information on the areas affected by floodwater to plan mitigation34

measures against damage. In recent years, the Early Warning Systems (EWS) have been35

widely used to better predict floods and reduce their impact on urbanized areas. Learning36

from the past flood events is vital to enhancing the capability of flood forecasting.37

Flood modelling involves the complex and nonlinear flow and physical processes.38

Compared to a physically based numerical model, machine learning approaches can pro-39

vide a powerful way for flooding prediction without explicitly knowing such nonlinear dy-40

namic processes [Mosavi et al., 2018]. In the past, great efforts have been made to flood-41

ing prediction using machine learning methods, for example, autoencoder [Alves et al.,42

2010], genetic algorithm (GA) [Wu and Chau, 2006], artificial neural networks (ANN)43

[Mukerji et al., 2009], back propagation neural networks (BPNN) [Lin and Chen, 2008],44

radial basis function neural networks (RBFNN) [Lin and Chen, 2004] and recurrent neu-45

ral networks (RNN) [Chang et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2013]. Most of these studies focused46

mainly on time-series flooding prediction (e.g. water levels, streamflow and discharge) at47

specified sensors [Mosavi et al., 2018], but rarely addressed spatio-temporal prediction of48

inundations since it is difficult to handle large spatial data sets.49

In this work, we propose the long short-term memory (LSTM) for flood predic-50

tion. LSTM was introduced by Sepp Hochreiter and Jurgen Schmidhuber [Hochreiter and51

Schmidhuber, 1997]. LSTMs are able to learn non-linear functions of arbitrary-length in-52

put sequences and effectively capture long-term temporal dependencies. They have been53

widely used in various research areas, such as, language modelling [Zaremba et al., 2014],54

handwriting recognition [Bertolami et al., 2009; Doetsch et al., 2014; Pham et al., 2014],55

speech synthesis [Fan et al., 2014], audio analysis [Marchi et al., 2014], and video recogni-56

tion [Donahue et al., 2015].57

For efficient LSTM training and spatio-temporal prediction in flood events, ROM58

techniques are introduced to LSTM in this study. ROM techniques have been widely used59
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in various research fields including fluid dynamics [Wang et al., 2016; Alotaibi et al., 2015],60

molecular dynamics [Hoang et al., 2016a], heat transfer [Peherstorfer and Willcox, 2016],61

data assimilation [Dimitriu et al., 2009; Dimitriu and Apreutesei, 2007], elasticity problems62

[Hoang et al., 2016b], shape optimization [Le Quilliec et al., 2015], and aeroplane compo-63

nents design [Manzoni et al., 2015]. The integrated LSTM and ROM framework developed64

here takes advantage of both ROM and RNN-LSTM. This is the first time that LSTM net-65

work based on ROM has been considered in flood forecasting and used to estimate spatial66

aggregation of inundations. It should be noted that having the compatibility of LSTM and67

ROM will enable solving predictive problems efficiently and accurately.68

The integrated LSTM-ROM framework developed here has the capability of predic-69

tive and prescriptive analytics. Predictive analysis is used to forecast the future by learning70

patterns from holistic/experience data. Prescriptive analytics is used for inverse problems.71

In prescriptive analytics the past/estimated data is used to explore dependencies among72

results. These previous learned dependencies are then used to estimate the cause factors73

given the prescribed results at a future time. This means that predictive analytics tells74

what will happen, while prescriptive analytics provides the cause factors and suggests75

what to do. Predictive and prescriptive analytics with big data are becoming more and76

more prevalent in industries [Soltanpoor and Sellis, 2016; Vahn, 2014]. To the best of our77

knowledge, there has not been any particular study which incorporates these two types of78

analytics together to provide a framework to address flood issues. The goal of this work79

is to develop an advanced fast-running computational model to predict urban floods and80

guide effective response in the event of emergencies. It will lead to a step change in the81

speed of forecasting, with possible CPU reductions of several orders of magnitude com-82

pared to existing methods.83

The layout of the paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces the methodology of LSTM.84

The integrated LSTM-ROM framework for flood prediction is provided in detail in section85

3 while LSTM for predictive and prescriptive analytics in flood prediction is described86

in section 4. Section 5 demonstrates the performance of the LSTM-ROM using Okushiri87

tsunami as test cases. Finally in section 6, conclusions and future work are presented.88
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2 Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM)89

Over existing recurrent neural networks, LSTM has an internal memory system to90

deal with temporal sequence inputs, which makes it a powerful tool for flooding predic-91

tions.92

A LSTM module is composed of a memory cell and three gates: an input gate, a93

forgetting gate and an output gate. The input gate controls the information transmitting94

from the input activations into the cell, and the forget gate and output gate select the in-95

formation needed to be transmitted into next cell. Fig.1 shows how information is flowing96

through a LSTM cell via the cell state, which is considered as a conveyor belt in the net-97

work. The relationship between the input (xs) and output (hs) can be obtained as follows:98

fs = σ(W f · [hs−1, xs] + b f ),

is = σ(Wi · [hs−1, xs] + bi),

C̃s = tanh(Wc · [hs−1, xs] + bc),

Cs = fs ∗ Cs−1 + is ∗ C̃s,

os = σ(Wo · [hs−1, xs] + bo),

hs = os ∗ tanh(Cs), (1)

where is , os and fs represent the input, output and forget gates respectively, σ is the gate100

activation function, Wi,Wo,W f and Wc are the weights for each of the gates and cells, b101

represent bias weights, C denotes the cell state, C̃ is the updated cell state, xs and hs are102

the cell input and output respectively where the subscripts s and s − 1 denote the current103

and previous predictive instances respectively. With transmitting of the information, the104

cell states are propagated forward and weights are updated through time.105

3 LSTM-ROM for predictive modelling of the spatio-temporal distribution of floods106

As discussed above, most of existing flooding studies based on machine learning107

techniques are limited to either the time-series flooding prediction at sensors or the sim-108

ulations of the spatial distribution of floods. The main objective of this work is to de-109

velop a new LSTM tool for predicting the spatio-temporal distribution of floods. In spatio-110

temporal simulations, the input dataset in Eq. (1) is the spatial function and can be rewrit-111

ten:112

xs = (hb,s, µ), (2)
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Figure 1. One cell in the LSTM network.99

where hb,s is the flood induced condition (here, an incoming wave along the coastal bound-113

ary), and µ represents the uncertainty (drag coefficient, for example) in modelling, while114

the output in Eq. (1) is the spatio-temporal distribution during the specified flooding pe-115

riod [0, tNt ], that is,116

hs = (hs,0, . . . , hs,tnt , . . . , hs,tNt
), (3)

where hs,tnt is the variable spatial solution at time level tnt (here, nt ∈ {0, . . . , Nt }, tnt ∈117

[0, tNt ] and Nt is the number of time instances). In a discretisation form, the spatial vari-118

ables in Eqs. (2) and (3) can be rewritten:119

hs,0 = (hs,0,1, . . . , hs,0,n, . . . , hs,0,N), hs,tnt = (hs,tnt ,1, . . . , hs,tnt ,n, . . . , hs,tnt ,N), (4)

and the variables:120

• hs,0, hs,tnt , hs,tNt
∈ <N , where N is the number of nodes where data or solution is121

provided in the computational domain Ω;122

• hb ∈ <Nb , where Nb is the number of parameters used for defining the flood in-123

duced conditions (for example, the peak values and period in an incoming wave);124

• µ ∈ <Nm , where Nm is the number of uncertainties in modelling;125

• xs ∈ <Nb+Nm ;126

• hs ∈ <Nt×N .127

One may note that for spatio-temporal prediction of floods within a large flooding area,128

huge spatial datasets have to be handled during the training and predictive processes. To129
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reduce the size of data sets, a ROM based on proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) is130

introduced to LSTM in this work.131

3.1 Reduction of a large spatial dataset using ROM techniques132

3.1.1 Proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) and singular value decomposition133

(SVD)134

Let H the snapshot matrix containing flooding variables at instances of the temporal135

sequence during the flooding period [0, tNt ], that is,136

H = (hTs,0, . . . , h
T
s,tnt

, . . . , hTs,tNt
), (5)

where H ∈ <N×Nt ,N >> Nt , the flooding dataset {hs,tnt } is constructed from the output137

of Eq. (1) and the superscript T denotes the transpose.138

The essence of ROM is to project the snapshot matrix onto a low-dimensional space139

<M×Nt (here, M << N ). By using POD/SVD, one finds a set of POD modes φm to140

construct the reduced space <m = span{φ1, . . . , φm, . . . , φM} in an optimal way such141

that the the residual of the projection | |H − ΦT HΦ| |2 is minimized, that is equivalent to142

maximizing the variance of the projected data:143

max
φm

var(H) = max
φm

Φ
T HT H

Nt
Φ, (6)

where Φ = (φ1, . . . , φm, . . . , φM). Using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), the rectan-144

gular matrix H can be written if it is invertible:145

H = UΣVT , (7)

where the columns of the unitary matrices U = (U1, . . . ,UN) ∈ <N×N and V = (V1, . . . ,VNt ) ∈146

<Nt×Nt are the orthonormal eigenvectors of HHT and HT H respectively, Σ ∈ <Nt×Nt is147

the diagonal matrix with entries σi, i ∈ {1, . . . , Nt }, which are the positive singular values148

arranged in descending order.149

The eigenvalue problem of the correlation matrix HT H = VΣUTUΣVT = VΣ2VT ∈150

<Nt×Nt is solved [Sirovich, 1987]:151

HT HVi = λiVi, i ∈ {1, . . . , Nt }, (8)

where λi = σ2
i is the eigenvalue of HT H. The left eigenvector of H can thus be obtained:152
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Uj =
1√
λj

HVj, j ∈ {1, . . . , Nt }, (9)

where the eigenvalues are ordered λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ ... ≥ λn ≥ 0 while the eigenvectors are153

orthogonal. The M leading left eigenvectors are chosen to be the POD modes for con-154

structing the reduced space Φ = (φ1, . . . , φM) = (U1, . . . ,UM). The eigenvector associated155

with the largest eigenvalue is the direction along which the data have the most variance156

of the projection. The variance of the projection can be calculated by
∑M

m=1 λm while the157

percentage of the total energy captured by the POD modes is:158

E(M) =

∑M
i=1 λi∑Nt

i=1 λi
, (10)159

The number of POD modes M is chosen such that160

M = argmin {E(k) : E(k) ≥ γ}, (11)161

where γ (0 ≤ γ ≤ 1) is the tolerance percentage chosen to enable most of the energy of162

the full system to be captured.163

3.1.2 Re-construction of solution datasets164

Once the POD modes are obtained, the solution snapshot at each instance of the165

data sequence can be re-constructed as the linear combination of the POD modes:166

H ≈
M∑
m=1

√
λmφmVT

m, (12)

where the truncated error (the residual of the projection) is
∑Nt

m=M+1 λm.167

For any input xs ∈ I \ Itr in Eq. (2) (where I and Itr are the whole input dataset168

and the training input dataset respectively), the predictive solution at each time instance nt169

can be expressed as a linear combination of POD modes:170

hTs,nt = ΦaTs,nt =
M∑
m=1

as,nt,mφm, (13)

where as,m,nt is the time-dependent coefficient associated with the corresponding POD171

mode φm. The coefficients as,tnt = (as,nt,1, . . . , as,nt,m, . . . , as,nt,M) can be calculated172

using the LSTM described in Eq. (1). The output hs = (hs,0, . . . , hs,tnt , . . . , hs,tNt
) in Eq.173

(3) is projected onto the low-dimensional space spanned by {φ1, . . . , φm, . . . , φM}:174

as = (as,1, . . . , as,tnt , . . . , as,tNt
) = (hs,0Φ, . . . , hs,tntΦ, . . . , hs,tNt

Φ). (14)
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Note that the dimensional size of the output dataset in Eq. (3) is reduced from N ×175

Nt to M×Nt (M << N ). The coefficient set as can replace hs in Eq. (1) and be obtained176

using LSTM.177

4 LSTM in predictive and prescriptive analytics of floods178

In this section, taking an example of flooding caused by incoming waves (but not179

limited to), we demonstrate the way how to use LSTM for flood prediction and uncer-180

tainty quantification.181

4.1 Predictive analytics: the spatio-temporal model based on LSTM-ROM182

Predictive analytics =⇒ Given {xs}, find ys = f (xs, t). Given a set of inputs183

{xs ∈ Itr } (where Itr is the training input dataset), using machine learning techniques,184

one can find a mathematical predictive model, f (xs, t), which is used for providing the185

variable values at a future time t. In flooding simulations, for a set of given training input-186

output pairs (xs, ys) ∈ (Itr,Otr ), one first uses the past flooding data and machine learn-187

ing techniques to construct the predictive model. For a new flood induced condition xs ∈188

I \ Itr , one can forecast the future floods. To tackle the challenge of large spatio-temporal189

datasets, the ROM/POD described above can be used to reduce the dimensional size of190

data. Both the training and predictive processes are then undertaken in a reduced space,191

thus reducing significantly the computational cost.192

The input dataset is the incoming wave boundary condition:193

xs = (hcr
b,s, h

dr
b,s,Tb,s), (15)

where, hcr
b,s

and hdr
b,s

are the crest and trough wave heights respectively, and Tb,s is the194

wave period. Three input variables hcr
b,s

, hdr
b,s

and Tb,s are used to define the incoming195

wave [Arhan and Plaisted, 1981].196

Given Sw as the number of incoming wave series used for training purpose, the in-197

put data xsw in the training input dataset Itr are:198

xsw = (h
cr
b,sw

, hdr
b,sw

,Tb,sw ), sw ∈ {1, . . . , Sw}. (16)

The corresponding output data hsw in the training dataset Otr are:199

hsw = (h
T
sw,0, . . . , h

T
sw,tnt

, . . . , hTsw,tNt
), sw ∈ {1, . . . , Sw}. (17)
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To reduce the dimensional size of hsw ∈ <
N×Nt , using POD/SVD a set of POD200

modes is obtained from the snapshots (h1, . . . , hsw , . . . , hSw ) and used for constructing the201

reduced space <m = span{φ1, . . . , φM}. Projecting the training output data hsw onto the202

reduced space yields:203

asw = (asw,1, . . . , asw,tnt , . . . , asw,tNt
) = (hsw,0Φ, . . . , hsw,tntΦ, . . . , hsw,tNt

Φ), (18)

where asw ∈ <
M×Nt . The input-output dataset in Eq. (1) is (xsw , asw ), sw ∈ {1, . . . , Sw}.204

The LSTM training process is thus undertaken in the reduced space. In LSTM, most of205

input-output pairs (xsw , asw ) ∈ (Itr,Otr ) are used for training while the rest for validation.206

Once the LSTM training and validation processes are completed, one can find the207

relationship between the input-output pair (xs, as) in the reduced space. By using LSTM208

based on ROM, the predictive solutions during the flooding period [0, tNt ] for any input209

data xs ∈ I \ Itr can be obtained in Eq. (13).210

The framework of LSTM-ROM methodology is demonstrated in Fig.2.212

4.2 Prescriptive analytics for uncertainty quantification in flooding modelling213

Prescriptive/inverse analytics: =⇒ Given ys , find xs = f −1(ys, t). Given a prescribed214

outcome ys at time level t, using the previously learned dependencies, one can find an in-215

verse function, f −1(ys, t), which is used for optimising the inputs (or uncertainties in mod-216

elling). Flood modelling is a complex and parametric problem. The flood induced con-217

dition is the main factor of uncertainties in flood risk management. In this work, LSTM218

is used to conduct the prescriptive analytics to estimate the uncertainty in flood induced219

conditions (incoming waves) for given historical/estimated flood results.220

To construct the LSTM network in the prescriptive analytics, the training input is221

the temporal variation of one flood characteristic (e.g. free surface height, water depth,222

quantity of flow, or velocity) at specified sensor locations, while the corresponding flood223

induced condition (e.g. waves or rainfall) is the output. Subsequently, the LSTM network224

is built through learning with the input-output pairs. Finally, given a new estimated tem-225

poral variation of the flood characteristic, the corresponding flood induced condition will226

be provided using the LSTM network.227
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Figure 2. Framework of LSTM-ROM.211
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As an example, for a series of induced waves, the input dataset is the prescribed free228

surface height at specified sensors:229

hsw (xd) = (hsw,0xd, . . . , hsw,tnt xd, . . . , hsw,tNt
xd), sw ∈ {1, . . . , Sw}, d ∈ {1, . . . ,Nd}, (19)

where Nd is the number of sensors, while the corresponding induced wave is uncertainty230

to be determined, that is, the output data is the parameters used for defining the induced231

wave xs = hb,s = (hcr
b,s
, hdr

b,s
,Ts). Using LSTM described in Eq. (1), the relationship xs =232

hb,s(xd) = f −1(hsw (xd)) can be found and used to estimate the induced wave condition for233

given observational data at specified sensors.234

5 Numerical examples235

The example used for validation of the new LSTM-ROM is the Okushiri tsunami236

test case. The event is the Okushiri tsunami in 1993 caused by the Hokkaido Nansei-Oki237

earthquake offshore of southwestern Hokkaido Island, Japan. The resulting tsunami hit a238

sparsely populated part of the Okushiri Island, Japan with a runup height of up to 30m.239

To investigate the danger of such extreme events, the Research Institute for Electric Power240

Industry (CRIEPI) in Abiko, Japan constructed a scaled-down laboratory model of the241

area around the island [Liu et al., 2008]. The inundated area measures 5.448 m × 3.402 m242

with walls on each side except the left where the water level is enforced (see Fig.3). Fig.3243

shows the bathymetry and the three gauge stations, as well as the actual induced wave data244

used for the example case.245

The tsunami problem is simulated using the 3D unstructured mesh finite element248

fluid model (Fluidity) [Pain et al., 2005]. The equations are solved with the P1 − P1 fi-249

nite element pair and a backward Euler time discretisation. The threshold value of wetting250

and drying (d0) is set to be 0.5mm in dry area to prevent non-physical flows in numeri-251

cal simulations. A Manning-Strickler drag is used at the bottom with n = 0.002 sm−1/3.252

The acceleration of gravity magnitude is 9.81ms−2. In this case, the simulation period is253

[0, 70] s, and a time step size is 0.1 s is used. Thus, the training data were obtained by254

running the full model (Fluidity), with an unstructured mesh of 6894 nodes.255

5.1 Predictive analytics in flooding modelling256

Calculation of snapshots via running the full model: As seen in Fig.2, for training257

purpose, given a series of incoming waves (here, sw = 1, . . . , 10), the corresponding solu-258
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Figure 3. The bathymetry and the three gauge stations used for the Hokkaido-Nansei-Oki tsunami example

[Fluidity, manual 2015].

246

247

tion snapshots (hsw ∈ Otr ) are obtained from the full model simulations. By scaling the259

actual induced wave (in Fig.2) with a factor of 0.7 − 1.25, 10 series of incoming waves (in260

Fig. 4) are given as inputs. Thus, for each incoming wave xsw , the collection of 100 snap-261

shots during the period [25, 35] s for the free surface height is the output training dataset262

hsw . The dimensional size of the output dataset is large, i.e. N × Nt = 6894 × 100 =263

689400. Reduction of the size of the training dataset is necessary for LSTM prediction.264

Figure 4. The series of flood induced waves for training purpose.265
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Figure 5. Singular values of free surface heights to construct the reduced space.266

Construction of LSTM-ROM: With the datasets of snapshots obtained above, a LSTM-267

ROM model is generated using POD/SVD techniques. Fig. 5 shows that the singular val-268

ues decreases dramatically by two orders of magnitude between the first 3 leading POD269

modes and 99.5% of the total energy is captured by 20 POD modes. Accordingly, the first270

20 leading POD modes (M = 20) were chosen for constructing the reduced space, thus271

ensuring the predictive accuracy. The training and prediction processes were then under-272

taken over the reduced space. The training input dataset is the parameters used to define273

the incoming waves, xsw = (h
cr
b,sw

, hdr
b,sw

,Tb,sw ), while the corresponding output dataset274

asw ∈ R
M×Nt (where M = 20 and Nt = 100) is obtained by projecting hsw ∈ R

N×Nt275

(where N = 6894) onto the reduced space. By using ROM, the dimensional size of the276

output dataset is reduced from 689400 to 2000. In LSTM model, the epochs is a measure277

of the number of times passing through the entire training dataset. The number of epochs278

should be large enough to allow the learning model fit optimally to the data. Here, the279

number of epochs is set to 1000 and RMSprop optimizer [Tieleman and Hinton, 2012] is280

used here.281

Prediction of floods using LSTM-ROM: To evaluate the predicability of the LSTM-282

ROM, for the given actual input wave (xs ∈ I \ Itr shown in Fig.2), a comparison between283

the LSTM-ROM and full modelling results is carried out (see Fig.6). It is worth noting284

that results from the full model and LSTM-ROM are in very good agreement with each285

other. As shown in Fig.7, the differences of the free surface height between the full model286

and LSTM-ROM are quite small over the whole domain, which suggests that the accuracy287
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of LSTM-ROM is maintained whilst the CPU cost is reduced by several orders of magni-288

tude in comparison with the full model.289

Figure 6. The comparison of free surface heights between the full model and LSTM-ROM.290

To further estimate the performance of the LSTM model, the root mean square error294

(RMSE) is calculated for each time step by,295

RMSEj =

√∑N
i=1(S

i, j
f ull
− Si, j

LSTM−ROM
)2

N
, i = 1, 2, ... ,N, j = 1, 2, ... , Nt . (20)296

where N = 6894 denotes the number of nodes on the full mesh; Nt = 20 is the number of297

time step; Si, j
f ull

and Si, j
LSTM−ROM

represent the solution on node i at time step j from the298

original full model and LSTM-ROM, respectively. As shown in Fig.8, the errors are quite299

small, demonstrating that LSTM-ROM performs very well and the predicted solutions are300

in good agreement with the true solutions.301
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Figure 7. Differences of free surface heights between the full model and LSTM-ROM during the whole

period.

291

292

Figure 8. The RMSE errors of free surface heights between the original full model and LSTM-ROM.293

The LSTM prediction includes both offline and online procedures. The offline CPU302

cost is defined as the time for pre-computing, that is, the calculation of snapshots and303

POD modes and LSTM training. The online CPU cost is the time required for predic-304

tion of floods using LSTM-ROM for any given flood induced condition. In this study, the305

simulations were performed on a computer with 24 cores (Intel Xeon(R) CPU@ 2.90GHz)306

and 16GB RAM. Only one of the cores was used when running the model. It is worth307

mentioning that the online CPU cost for running LSTM-ROM during one time-step is308

only 0.02 s, while the full model is 30.8 s. Although the offline CPU cost of training the309

LSTM network is somewhat expensive (331 s), it is much less than the simulation time of310

the full model (6160 s). Results obtained from this test case show that the novel LSTM-311
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ROM can provide reasonable accuracy in flood prediction whilst the CPU time is reduced312

by three orders of magnitude.313

In summary, for any given input xs ∈ I \ Itr , the LSTM-ROM can provide a better314

prediction of floods at a future time t ∈ [0, tNt ]. However, it is also noted that the predic-315

tive accuracy of LSTM-ROM decays when the predictive lead-time is extended to beyond316

the period [0, tNt ]. The longer the predictive lead-time, the larger the RMSE of LSTM re-317

sults (see Table 1, similarly in the work of Babovic et al. [2001] and Sun et al. [2010]).318

This indicates that capturing dependencies of features between successive time period in319

the model becomes more intractable as the prediction horizon extends in time. In this320

case, it is suggested that the use of data assimilation methods will help the improvement321

of model performance [Babovic et al., 2001]. Using data assimilation techniques, only322

the reliable information from observations will be extracted to modify/correct the input323

datasets during the prediction process. It helps extending the prediction horizon and en-324

ables LSTM-ROM predictions in a real-time mode, which will be the focus of our future325

work.326

Table 1. The RMSE errors of free surface heights between the original full model and LSTM-ROM during

predicted period [67.5, 70] s.

327

328

Time (s) 67.5 68 68.5 69 69.5 70

RMSE (×10−3) 2.16 2.67 4.03 5.99 8.39 11.13

5.2 Prescriptive analytics for uncertainty quantification in flooding modelling329

The uncertainty quantification is critical in flood prediction. Can one estimate the332

incoming wave through LSTM prescriptive analytics if the temporal measurements of free333

surface heights at specified locations? In this study, ten flood scenarios are set up with the334

induced waves shown in Fig.4. The corresponding pseudo-data at Gauge 2 are shown in335

Fig.9 which are obtained by running the full model. Here 12 key values are selected from336

each incoming wave (values marked with red circle in Fig.9) as the input data for training,337

while choosing 3 key values from the corresponding wave time series as the output data338

for training. The LSTM network would thus be constructed through the training process339

and used to estimate the flood induced condition (here, the incoming wave condition) for340

any given time series of free surface height at Gauge 2.341
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Figure 9. (a) The free surface height at Gauge 2.330

Figure 10. The input (left) and output (right) in prescriptive analytics.331

For a given measurement of free surface heights at Gauge 2 shown in Fig.10 (left),342

the corresponding flood induced condition was estimated using the established LSTM343

network (shown in the right of Fig.10). It is seen that the percent relative errors (%) be-344

tween the estimated and actual wave peak values (marked with green rectangles) are (0.01,345

-1.56), (0.12, 0.31), (0.05, -0.23), respectively. It is clear that in the prescriptive analyt-346

ics, the corresponding flood induced condition can be accurately provided using the LSTM347

network.348
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6 Conclusions349

In this work, a RNN architecture LSTM in combination with POD/ROM has been350

proposed for flood prediction, which simultaneously takes advantage of both LSTM and351

ROM. This is the first time that the ROM based LSTM network has been considered in352

flood forecasting and used to estimate spatial aggregation of inundations. This novel inte-353

grated LSTM-ROM framework which consists of both predictive and prescriptive analytics354

leads to a step change in the speed of forecasting, thus providing effective response man-355

agement in emergencies.356

The performance of the new method has been illustrated using Okushiri tsunami357

test cases. To estimate the accuracy of the LSTM-ROM, a comparison of results obtained358

from the LSTM-ROM and full model has been undertaken. It is shown that the accuracy359

of solutions from the LSTM-ROM is maintained while the CPU cost is reduced by three360

orders of magnitude. An error analysis has also been performed for the validation and ac-361

curacy of the LSTM-ROM through RMSE. Comparing LSTM-ROM results with those362

from the full model, the LSTM-ROM exhibits a good agreement with the full model. Sub-363

sequently in the prescriptive analytics, the corresponding flood induced conditions have364

been accurately provided using the LSTM network. Having the compatibility of LSTM365

and ROM, the integrated framework will enable predictive problems to be solved rapidly366

and accurately.367

In our future work, further evaluation of LSTM-ROMs in flood forecast will be car-368

ried out with different forecasting configurations including optimized training parameters,369

the predictive lead-time and the type of inputs. For example, the selection of training pa-370

rameters in the networks (e.g. values for time delays and embedding dimension) is criti-371

cal for LSTM model predictive performance optimization. With optimal architectures, the372

underlying structure of nonlinear time series can be better viewed [Sun et al., 2010]. To373

further improve predictive accuracy, data assimilation methods can be adopted. The data374

assimilation techniques can improve the accuracy of model prediction by updating output375

variables based on the observed variables during a forecast period. For instance, given his-376

torical/simulated datasets of snapshots from floods, the target value (e.g. water depth) of377

the whole domain for the next few time steps in the future will be predicted. Usually, the378

performance of the model decays as the forecasting horizon extends beyond these few time379

steps, while data assimilation may be the most suitable approach to address this issue.380
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